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Mood in spanish wordreference

WordReference Random House Learner's Dictionary of American English © 2021mood1 /mud/USA pronunciation n. [countable] a person's emotional state at some point: What kind of mood is it now? a feeling or emotion held by a large number of people at once: the distrustful mood of the
country. a state of sullenness or bad mood: He is in one of his moods again. See -mod-. mood2 /mud/USA pronunciation n. [countable] Grammara category or set of categories of a verb that indicate the speaker's attitude towards what is said, as in the expression of a fact, question,
possibility, wish or command, and indicated by a certain change in the form of the verb, or by the use of modal verbs: The indicative mood is used in statements (He was not there.), the imperative mood in the commands (Be there! A)) and subjunctive mood in certain types of wishes (If only
he were here!). See -mod-. WordReference Random House Unabridged Dictionary of American English © 2021mood1 (mo̅o̅d), Usa pronunciation n. a state or quality of feeling at any given time: What is the boss's mood today? a distinctive emotional quality or character: The atmosphere of
the music was almost funereal. a dominant emotional tone or general attitude: the mood of the country. a willing or receptive state of mind, as to an activity or thing: I'm not in the mood to see a movie. a state of sullenness, gloom or bad mood. Bef. 900; Average English; Old English med
spirit, spirit; Courage; cognate with German mut, gothic mths courage, old norse m-tthr anger 1.See corresponding entry into an unabridged temperament, humor, disposition, inclination. mood2 (mo̅o̅d), USA pronunciation n. Grammar a set of categories for which the verb is inflected in
many languages, and which is generally used to indicate the syntactic relationship of the clause in which the verb occurs to other clauses of the sentence, or the attitude of the speaker towards what he or she says, as certainty or uncertainty, wish or command, accent or hesitation. a set of
syntactic devices in some languages that is similar to this set in function or meaning, involving the use of auxiliary words, as can, may, could. one of the categories of these ensembles: indicative, imperative and subjunctive Latin moods. Philosophy[Logic.] a classification of categorical
syllogisms by the use of three letters that name, respectively, the main premise, the minor premise and the conclusion. Also called mode. special use of mood1 by influence of mode1 1525-35 Collins Concise English Dictionary © HarperCollins Publishers:: mood /mu-d/ n Temporary state of
mind or temperament: a cheerful mood a sullen or dark state of mind, esp when it is temporary: she is in the mood a dominant atmosphere or feeling in the mood ⇒ in a favorable state of mind (for something or do something)Etymology: Old English med spirit, feeling; compare the old Nordic
Nordic mthr wrathmood /mud/ n a category of verb or verbal inflections that expresses semantic and grammatical differences, including forms such as the indicative, subjunctive and imperative one of the possible arrangements of syllogism, classified only by the question of whether the
proposals of components are universal or particular and affirmative or negativeAncient name: mode Etymology: 16th century: mood1, influenced in the sense by the mode mood also found in these entries (note: many are not synonymous or translations): WordReference English-Spanish
Dictionary © 2021:Principal Translations nnoun bad mood: Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (grumpiness)bad humor adj 'nm Don't ask him at the moment, he is in a bad mood. No the preguntes ahora, is of bad humor. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or
suggest an improvement. WordReference English-Spanish Dictionary © 2021: Compound Forms: in adjadjective bad mood: Describes a name or pronom--for example, a tall girl, an interesting book, a big house. (grumpy)of evil humor loc advlocacion adverbial: Unidad lexica estable
formada de dos o ms palabras que funciona como adverbio (en vilo, de seguido, a quemarropa). He'll be in a bad mood when he gets kicked out of work. Estaro de mal humor en cuanto lo echen del trabajo. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement.
WordReference English-Spanish Dictionary © 2021:Principal Translations good mood Nnoun: Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (joyful state of mind) buen humor loc advlocucion adverbial: Unidad lexica estable formada de dos o mes palabras que funciona como adverbio (en
vilo, de seguido, a quemarropa). She's in a good mood and a bad mood - you can't predict her. He was in good spirits after receiving the highest score on the test. Puede estar de buen humor o de mal humour, nunca puedes saberlo. (coloquial)de buenas loc advlocacion adverbial: Unidad
lexica estable formada de dos o ms palabras que funciona como adverbio (en vilo, de seguido, a quemarropa). Puede estar de buenas o estar de malas, nunca puedes saberlo. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. WordReference English-
Spanish Dictionary © 2021: Compound Forms: in a good mood exprexpression: Prepositional phrase, adverbial phrase, or other phrase or phrase - for example, behind time, on your own. (gay)de buen humour loc adjlocucion adjetiva: Unidad lexica estable formada de dos o màs palabras
que funciona como adjetivo (de fecil manejo, a contraluz, de fiar). de buen 'nimo loc adjlocucion adjetiva: Unidad lexica estable formada de dos o ms that funciona como adjetivo (de fecil manejo, a contraluz, de fiar). I got a great grade for my translation today, so I'm in a good mood. It very
good note in my translation today, so I'm in a very good mood. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. Good mood also appears in the following entries: In the English description: in good shape - in good shape - out of all kinds - positive Spanish
effect: good mood - good - good - good roll WordReference English-Spanish dictionary © 2021:Main translations in a good mood exprexpression: Prepositional phrase, Adverbian phrase, or other phrase or expression - for example, behind the times, on your own. adlocution adlocutive loc
(gay) of good humor: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as an adjective (easy to use, backlight, legitimate). adlocution adjective loc good-spirited: A stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as an adjective (easy to use, backlight,
legitimate). I got a great grade for my translation today, so I'm in a good mood. I got a very good grade in my translation today, so I'm in a very good mood. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. Good-natured also appears in the following entries:
In the English description: in good shape - in good shape - out of all kinds Spanish: good - good-forth WordReference English-Spanish dictionary © 2021:Main translations in adjadjective mood: Describes a name or pronoun - for example, a big girl, an interesting book, a big house. (live,
feeling like doing [sth]) wanting verbal verblocution loc: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (pull the forces of weakness, acknowledge reception). want⇒ transitory vtrverbo: Word that requires a direct object (b]di[/b] the truth, [b]found[/b] a coin). be
humorous verbal loc verblocution: A stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (pull the forces of weakness, accuse the reception). be in the mood for prepositional preplocution loc: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a
preposition (in favor of, around). Let me know when you're in the mood for a chess game. Let me know when you want to have a game of chess. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. WordReference English-Spanish Dictionary © 2021:
Compound Forms: not in the mood adjadjective: Describes a name or pronoun - for example, a big girl, an interesting book, a big house. informal (reluctant, unwilling) not being in verbal verblocution: A stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (pull the forces
of weakness, accuse the receipt). I'm not in the mood to listen to your lies. Today, I'm not for your lies. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. In the mood also appears in the following entries: Partying - cursed - not be for WordReference English-
Spanish Dictionary © 2021:Principal Translations mood nnoun: Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (emotional state) male humor nmnoun: Gender name exclusively male, which carries articles the singular or singular, and the plural. Exemplos: television, an apartment. He was in
good spirits after passing the exam. He was in good spirits after passing the test. Nnoun mood: Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (temporary disposition) male nmname mood: Gender-only male name, which carries the articles the singular or singular, and the plural or those.
Exemplos: television, an apartment. The mood of the electorate is unfortunate, with high unemployment. Voters' moods are low because of the high unemployment rate. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. Additional translations nnoun mood:
Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (grammar: aspect of the verb) male nmname fashion: Exclusively male gender name, which carries the articles the singular or singular, and the plural or those. Exemplos: television, an apartment. Non-native speakers have problems with
subjunctive mood. Non-native speakers have problems with subjunctive mode. Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. WordReference English-Spanish Dictionary © 2021:Compound Forms: bad mood nnoun: Refers to the person, place, thing,
quality, etc.(grumpiness)bad mood adj'nm Don't ask him at the moment, he is in a bad mood. Don't ask him now, he's in a bad mood. good-natured nnoun: Refers to the person, the place, the thing, the quality, etc. (gay state of mind) (familiar) of good Adverbian advlocution: Stable lexical
unit consisting of two or more words that functions as adverb (in vilo, often, at close range). She's in a good mood and a bad mood - you can't predict her. He was in good spirits after receiving the highest score on the test. It can be good or bad, you can never know. Advlocution loc
adverbial of good humor: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as adverb (vilo, often, at close range). He can be in a good mood or in a bad mood, you can never know. adjadjective mood: Describes a name or pronoun - for example, a big girl, an interesting book,
a big house. (grumpy) moody loc adverbial advlocution: Stable lexical unit two or more words that functions as an adverb (in vilo, often, at close range). He'll be in a bad mood. Mood. he gets kicked out of his job. He'll be in a bad mood as soon as he gets to work. in a nauseating mood
exprexpression: prepositional sentence, Adverbian phrase, or other expression or expression - for example, behind time, by yourself. (very grumpy) (familiar) with a humor of dogs loc adverbial advlocution: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as adverb (in vilo,
often, at close range). very whimsical advlocution loc adverbial: A stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as adverb (vilo, often, at close range). in a good-natured exprexpression: prepositional sentence, adverbian sentence, or other phrase or expression - for
example, behind time, on your own. adlocution adjective loc (gay) of good humor: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as an adjective (easy to use, backlight, legitimate). adlocution adjective loc good-spirited: A stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words
that functions as an adjective (easy to use, backlight, legitimate). I got a great grade for my translation today, so I'm in a good mood. I got a very good grade in my translation today, so I'm in a very good mood. in the adjadjective mood: Describes a name or pronoun - for example, a big girl,
an interesting book, a big house. (live, feeling like doing [sth]) wanting verbal verblocution loc: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (pull the forces of weakness, acknowledge reception). want⇒ transitory vtrverbo: Word that requires a direct object
(b]di[/b] the truth, [b]found[/b] a coin). be humorous verbal loc verblocution: A stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (pull the forces of weakness, accuse the reception). be in the mood for prepositional preplocution loc: Stable lexical unit consisting of two
or more words that functions as a preposition (in favor of, around). Let me know when you're in the mood for a chess game. Let me know when you want to have a game of chess. lightening the mood v exprverbal expression: Phrase with a particular meaning functioning as a verb - for
example, put their heads together, get to an end. figurative (make the atmosphere less solemn) relax the atmosphere loc verbal verblocution: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (pull the forces of weakness, acknowledge reception). smoothing of the
atmosphere loc verbal verblocution: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that as a verb (drawing forces of weakness, accusing the reception). Low-mood nnoun: Refers to the person, the place, the thing, the quality, etc. (depression) female name of depression: Gender-
specific name only, bearing articles the singular one, and plurals. Exemplos: the table, a table. discouragement male name: Name of the genre exclusively male, which carries the articles o a singular, and o in the plural. Exemplos: television, an apartment. Bethany was in a bad mood after
her mother died. nnoun mood board: Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (display used to plan or design [sth]) collage of ideas loc name nominal male mlocution: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that works as a masculine name (beef eye, bad water). mood
disorder nnoun: Refers to the person, instead, to the thing, to the quality, etc. (psychological problem) mood disorder loc name nominal male mlocution: Stable lexical unit formed of two or more words that functions as a masculine name (beef eye, bad water). When she took her medication,
you wouldn't have known she had a mood disorder. (i) This sentence is not a translation of the original. Take medication for mood disorders. mood improvement, mood-enhancing adjadjective: Describes a name or pronoun - for example, a big girl, an interesting book, a big house. (edifying,
encouraging) that animates adjective loc adjlocution: a stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as an adjective (easy to manipulate, backlight, legitimate). Note: hyphen used when the term is a WO before a name enhancement, adjadjective improvement mood:
Describes a name or pronoun - for example, a big girl, an interesting book, a big house. (drug: antidepressant) antidepressant adjadjective: Describes the name. It can be possessive, digital, demonstrative (house [b]grand[/b], woman [b]high[/b]). Some antidepressants have a similar action
to amphetamines. nnoun mood music: Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (light instrumental music) ambient music, light female name music: Exclusively female gender name, which brings the articles to the singular, and plural or those. Exemplos: the table, a table. nnoun mood
ring: Refers to the person, place, thing, quality, etc. (finger jewelry that changes color) ring that changes color depending on the name of the mood group, I gave a mood ring to my girlfriend. nplplural name mood swings: Name always used in plural form - for example, jeans, scissors.
(dramatic changes in emotion) the emotional fluctuations of the group name bipolar disorder is characterized by mood swings. Bipolar disorder is characterized by emotional problems. changes in the character group name Bipolar Disorder is characterized by character. Mood swings group
name Bipolar Disorder is characterized by mood swings. mood-changing adjadjective: describes a name or pronoun, for example, an interesting book, a big house. (drug, substance: affects emotions) adjective mood-disrupting addjlocution: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words
that functions as an adjective (easy to manipulate, retro-lighting, legitimate).   affecting mood loc adjective addjlocution: A stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as an adjective (easy to use, backlight, legitimate). not in the adjadjective mood: Describes a name or
pronoun - for example, a big girl, an interesting book, a large house. informal (reluctant, unwilling) not to be humorous verbal verblocution loc: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (pull the flaqueza forces, acknowledge receipt).  I'm not in the mood to
listen to your lies.  I'm not in the mood to lie today. define the expression of mood v exprverbal: Phrase with a particular meaning functioning as a verb - for example, put their heads together, get to an end. (establish a certain tone or atmosphere) create the atmosphere loc verbal
verblocution: Stable lexical unit consisting of two or more words that functions as a verb (drawing forces of weakness, acknowledge reception).   Is there anything important missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. Improvement.
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